














































































































Academic design models: Full screen
Video!
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Academic design models: Mosaic
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A model of Information System
http://is.muni.cz/?lang=en
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Examples (I): In-house CRIS
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Dspace Repository + CRIS
http://hub.hku.hk/cris/rp/rp00984
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Portal of Journals
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Contents (III)
Portals
41
Suggestions for portals
Portals
Filling gaps: Glocal topics, initiatives, networks, tools
Unpublished indexes (no huge databases are required)
Mirrors (Russian language, Russian focused)
All‐Russia
(first come, first 
served)
Portal about Open Access (Open Science) with resources and tools
Meta‐repository (searching all the OA institutional repositories)
Directories/Rankings of academic institutions, scientists, OA journals 
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Example
http://www.acessoaberto.usp.br/
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Visibility
Impact
(in‐ & out‐links)
44
Ranking: The Target
45
Ranking: The problem
46
Neighborhood
47
Wikipedia mentions
48
Altmetrics
49
Summary and Suggestions
Brand
Decision about the web domain should be final
Subdomains and URLs can be improved
Contents
Repository is not completely visible
Personal pages are not flexible enough
Visibility
Local priorities are not a barrier for establishing global alliances
VK policy is not enough for a healthy social network presence
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Thank you! Questions?
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